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Criminal Justice PhD

Together, the Graduate Student Handbook and your graduate program handbook should serve as your main guide throughout your graduate career. The Graduate Student Handbook includes university information, policies, requirements and guidance for all graduate students. Your program handbook describes the details about graduate study and requirements in your specific program. While both of these handbooks are wonderful resources, know that you are always welcome to talk with faculty and staff in your program and in the Graduate College.

The central activities and missions of a university rest upon the fundamental assumption that all members of the university community conduct themselves in accordance with a strict adherence to academic and scholarly integrity. As a graduate student and member of the university community, you are expected to display the highest standards of academic and personal integrity.

Here are some resources to help you better understand your responsibilities:

- Academic Honesty
- Academic Integrity Training - Open to all graduate students at no cost
- Plagiarism

Curriculum

Please visit the Graduate Catalog to see the current curriculum for our program.

Thesis or Dissertation Requirements

University Dissertation Requirements

The College of Graduate Studies Thesis and Dissertation page contains information on the university’s requirements for dissertation formatting, format review, defenses, final submission, and more. A step-by-step completion guide is also available on Thesis and Dissertation Services Site.

All university deadlines are listed in the Academic Calendar. Your program or college may have other earlier deadlines; please check with your program and college staff for additional deadlines.

The following requirements must be met by dissertation students in their final term:

- Submit a properly formatted file for initial format review by the format review deadline
- Submit the Thesis and Dissertation Release Option form well before the defense
- Defend by the defense deadline
- Receive format approval (if not granted upon initial review)
- Submit signed approval form by final submission deadline
- Submit final dissertation document by final submission deadline

Students must format their dissertation according to the standards outlined in Thesis and Dissertation Webcourse. Formatting questions or issues can be submitted to the Format Help page in the Thesis and Dissertation Services site. Format reviews and final submission must be completed in the Thesis and Dissertation Services site. The Dissertation Approval Form is also available in the Thesis and Dissertation Services site.
The College of Graduate Studies offers several thesis and dissertation Workshops each term. Students are highly encouraged to attend these workshops early in the dissertation process to fully understand the above policies and procedures.

The College of Graduate Studies thesis and dissertation office is best reached by email at editor@ucf.edu.

**Graduate Research**

UCF has three fundamental responsibilities with regard to graduate student research. They are to (1) support an academic environment that stimulates the spirit of inquiry, (2) develop the intellectual property stemming from research, and (3) disseminate the intellectual property to the general public. Students are responsible for being informed of rules, regulations and policies pertaining to research. Below are some general policies and resources.

Research Policies and Ethics Information: UCF’s Office of Research & Commercialization ensures the UCF community complies with local, state and federal regulations that relate to research. For policies including required Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval when conducting research involving human subjects (e.g. surveys), animal research, conflict of interest and general responsible conduct of research, please see their website: research.ucf.edu/ > Compliance.

UCF’s Patent and Invention Policy: In most cases, UCF owns the intellectual property developed using university resources. The graduate student as inventor will according to this policy share in the proceeds of the invention. Please see the current UCF Graduate Catalog for details: catalog.ucf.edu/index.php?catoid=4 > Policies > General Graduate Policies.

**Financial Support**

The Department of Criminal Justice makes every effort to support funding for graduate research assistants and graduate assistants. The department evaluates students for Fall Graduate Assistantships in January of every year. Those students that have applied for the spring, summer and fall of the upcoming academic year by January 15, will be considered for Graduate Assistantship and Fellowship positions. GPA, GRE scores, a completed application and other supporting documents are evaluated by the Graduate Committee as part of this very competitive process, and offers are made in the early spring.

**Graduate Student Associations**

**LAE Criminal Justice Pre-Professional Fraternity**

Lambda Alpha Epsilon invites all Criminal Justice undergraduate and graduate students interested in criminal justice to become members. Participate in ride-alongs, jail tours, UCF Career Fairs, criminal justice crime-scene competitions and volunteer events (such as SWAT roundup). Everyone is welcome to become a member. Learn more about exciting career opportunities in criminal justice by joining our national pre-professional criminal justice fraternity. More information and contact e-mail addresses can be found on the chapter website acjalaee.org/.

**APS Criminal Justice Honor Society**

Students interested in the Alpha Phi Sigma Honor Society can visit the website alphaphisigma.org/ or contact cjhonors@gmail.com for more information. Benefits include access to job opportunities, association with other like-minded serious criminal justice students, involvement in a nationally recognized professional organization, and exposure to a wide range of criminal justice related activities outside of the academic environment. Graduate students are required to maintain a minimum of 3.4 GPA in both Criminal Justice courses.
and overall courses, on a 4.0 scale. Students must have completed a minimum of four courses within the criminal justice curriculum.

**Professional Development**

**Pathways to Success Workshops**

Coordinated by the College of Graduate Studies, the Pathways to Success program offers free development opportunities for graduate students including workshops in Academic Integrity, Graduate Grantsmanship, Graduate Teaching, Personal Development, Professional Development, and Research. For more information and how to register, please visit [graduate.ucf.edu/pathways-to-success/](http://graduate.ucf.edu/pathways-to-success/).

**Job Search**

UCF’s Career Services department offers a wide range of programs and services designed to assist graduate students. These services include evaluation and exploration of career goals, preparation for the job search and job search resources. To learn more, visit their website at [career.ucf.edu](http://career.ucf.edu/).

**Forms**

- **College of Graduate Studies Forms and References**
  A complete listing of general forms and references for graduate students, with direct links, may be found here.
- **Graduate Petition Form**
  When unusual situations arise, petitions for exceptions to policy may be requested by the student. Depending on the type of appeal, the student should contact his/her program adviser to begin the petition process.
- **Traveling Scholar Form**
  If a student would like to take advantage of special resources available on another campus but not available on the home campus; for example, special course offerings, research opportunities, unique laboratories and library collections, this form must be completed and approved.

**Useful Links**

- [Criminal Justice PhD Program](#)
- [College of Community Innovation and Education](#)
- [College of Graduate Studies](#)
- [Academic Calendar](#)
- [Bookstore](#)
- [Campus Map](#)
- [Counseling Center](#)
- [Financial Assistance](#)
- [Golden Rule Student Handbook](#)
- [Graduate Catalog](#)
- [Graduate Student Association](#)
- [Graduate Student Center](#)
- [Housing and Residence Life](#)
- [Housing, off campus](#)
- [Knights Email](#)
- [Library](#)
- [NID Help](#)
Grad Faculty
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Applegate, Brandon
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: bapplega@ucf.edu

Baker, Thomas
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: trbaker@vcu.edu

Bricker, Todd *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Todd.Bricker@ucf.edu

Caudy, Michael *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: michael.caudy@ucf.edu

Craig, Susan
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Susan.Craig@ucf.edu

Fisher, Kristina Childs *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: kristina.childs@ucf.edu

Ford, Robert
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Robert.Ford@ucf.edu
Gau, Jacinta *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: Procedural Justice and Police Legitimacy, Police-Community Relations, Racial Issues in Policing
Contact Info: Jacinta.Gau@ucf.edu

Griset, Pamala
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: Criminal Sentencing Policy (structured sentencing especially), Criminal Courts, Terrorism, Information Sharing
Contact Info: griset@ucf.edu

Holmes, Stephen *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: Policing violence research and evaluation technology
Contact Info: Stephen.Holmes@ucf.edu

Humiston, Gail
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Gail.Humiston@ucf.edu

Jordan, Kareem *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: Juvenile Justice/Delinquency, Criminological Theory, Race and Crime, and Quantitative Methods/Statistics
Contact Info: Kareem.Jordan@ucf.edu

Kaukinen, Catherine *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Catherine.Kaukinen@ucf.edu

Lucken, Karol *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: History of punishment, philosophy of punishment, evaluation of correctional programs, community-based corrections, social control, current trends in punishment, victim issues - domestic violence protection orders
Contact Info: lucken@ucf.edu

Mahan, Sue
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: mahans@ucf.edu
Matusiak, Matthew
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: matthew.matusiak@ucf.edu

Mitchell, Meghan
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: meghan.mitchell2@ucf.edu

Moreto, William
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: william.moreto@ucf.edu

Mustaine, Elizabeth *
College: College of Community Innovation and Education
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: Violence, Violence Against Women, Stalking, Criminal Victimization, Routine Activity Theory, Macro Factors and Crime Rates, Sex Offenders, Sexual Assault Rates, Consequences of Registration for Sex Offenders, Research Methods Violence, Violence Against Women, Stalking, Criminal Victimization, Routine Activity Theory, Macro Factors and Crime Rates, Sex Offenders, Sexual Assault Rates, Consequences of Registration for Sex Offenders, Research Methods
Contact Info: libby@ucf.edu

Paoline, Eugene *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: epaoline@ucf.edu

Peck, Jennifer
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: JenniferPeck@fau.edu

Potter, Roberto *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: rhpotter@ucf.edu

Prior, Paula *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Paula.Prior@ucf.edu

Ray, James *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: James.Ray@ucf.edu
Rosky, Jeffrey *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Jeffrey.Rosky@ucf.edu

Ross, Debra *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Debra.Ross@ucf.edu

Ross, Lee *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: lross@ucf.edu

Sanborn, Joseph *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: sanborn@ucf.edu

Surette, Raymond *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Raymond.Surette@ucf.edu

Viglione, Jill
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: jill.viglione@gmail.com

Watkins, Cory *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: rwatkins@ucf.edu

Winton, Mark *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Research interests: Genocide, Homicide, Interpersonal Violence, Torture, Mental Illness and Violence
Contact Info: mwinton@ucf.edu

Wolf, Ross *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: rwolf@ucf.edu

Zgoba, Kristen *
College: College of Health and Public Affairs
Disciplinary affiliations: Criminal Justice
Contact Info: Kristen.Zgoba@ucf.edu
Contact Info
Select the program faculty and staff members whose contact information should be displayed for student access.

- **Eugene Paoline, III Ph.D.**
  Graduate Program Director
  HPA I – Suite 321
  Phone: 407-823-2603

- **Elexis Ritz**
  Graduate Advisor
  HPA I – 311
  Phone: 407-823-2603